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EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST FOR OPERATION OF
UNIVERSITY BISTRO/ CAFÉ/ RESTAURANT

The University of Gibraltar invites expressions of interest from suitably qualified and
experienced persons for the operation of the University’s bistro/ café/ restaurant.

The University has a unique bistro/ café/ restaurant venue, with extraordinary views
overlooking the Strait and including a superbly fitted restaurant kitchen, which has
already been used for a number of high profile events since the University’s opening in
September 2015. We now wish to find a business partner who will take over and
develop this venue as an independent operation.

The venue will be open to the public, and should become a destination bistro/ café/
restaurant offering unique, value for money menus at breakfast, lunch and afternoon
tea to attract visitors to the University as well as meet the needs of staff and students. It
is envisaged that the venue may also cater for official events taking place at the
University, and may also be marketed by the operator for other events, conferences and
functions.

Further details may be obtained, and arrangements to view the venue may be made, by
contacting the Campus and Events Manager on telephone 20071000 ext. 803 or
email jason.fa@unigib.edu.gi

Closing date for submissions is 8 February 2017.

Further details are provided as follows;

The University proposes to enter into an agreement whereby it will grant the successful
party a licence on terms to be agreed, and for a period to be determined, on the
following basis:

 The bistro/ café/ restaurant (‘the bistro’) will be owned by the University but will
be operated independently by suitably qualified and experienced persons to a
high standard and in keeping with the University’s image and expectations

 The kitchen is fully fitted as a restaurant kitchen and the venue is also fully
furnished. It is anticipated that the successful operator may nonetheless wish to
invest in developing the venue’s own branding and atmosphere
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 All operational costs will be met by the operator, and a licence fee and/ or other
profit sharing arrangements will be negotiated with the University

 It is envisaged that in due course as the University develops its School of
Hospitality offering the bistro will be able to support opportunities for training
University students on terms to be agreed.

All applications are to include full details of the applicant’s qualifications and
experience, proposed operational model, outline business plan as well as financial
proposals.

The University of Gibraltar will not be liable for any costs incurred in the preparation of
submissions and does not bind itself to accept the lowest or any submission or proposal.

The University welcomes informal inquiries prior to submission of formal applications.

The following additional indicative notes are provided as further guidance on matters
the University would typically expect to see addressed in an application;

i) Please share your business start-up plan that will include financials and your
access to funding. We expect this will be needed to support your seasonal
forecast variability especially in the establishment phase.

ii) Please advise if you anticipate any further equipment requirements of the
University - The University is not expecting to fund the crockery, cutlery or
glassware, tablecloths etc. which we see as core to the operations of the
bistro.

iii) Income-sharing model – Proposals for this, ideally based on a percentage of
turnover which would be payable to the University, although other models
may be considered.

iv) A timeline- If you were the selected tender applicant how quickly could the
bistro be operational? Please provide us with a timeline that outlines key
milestones in the lead-up to the launch. The University would like to see the
venue open for business by spring 2017.

v) Establishing your clientele – We believe the success of the bistro is reliant
on an external clientele (i.e. not entirely based on University staff, students
and events). We would like information on how you plan to reach out and
establish this clientele.

vi) Sustainable Sourcing and Catering – We need to know that the University’s
commitment to Sustainability aligns to your vision for the proposed offering.
Please advise how visible this will be in the branding and menus of the
bistro.

vii) Training and Short Courses – We are keen to partner in the delivery of short
courses and training workshops. Please provide us with further information
of when and how you could assist with development of such courses.
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viii) Opening Hours and influence on the bottom-line– We would like to know
what opening hours would be proposed. Our expectation would ideally
include 8.00-11.00 breakfasts, 12.30-2.30 lunches, and 3.30-5.30 teas, plus
some availability to cover evening classes. Hours would need to be adaptable
for specific functions/events which may take place within the bistro or
elsewhere on the University campus. If the bistro is reserved for a particular
event there should nonetheless be alternative arrangements for our
students. Ideally Saturday morning/ lunch openings would also be provided.

ix) Event Catering – The University hosts regular conferences and events of 60
plus delegates. Please provide us with an indicative event catering menu and
pricing.


